Appendix B: Learning Profile of a Graduate

Graduate: Alexa McGrory

Major: NUSG

Graduated: 2012FA

This report illustrates a learning profile of a graduate in terms of Degree Qualification Profile (DQP). It shows a list of courses taken by a student who graduated in Fall 2012 with an Associate Degree in Nursing. All courses on the list have their competencies mapped to KCKCC learning outcomes/DQP as indicated by the last column of ‘x’. Six courses have the competency ratings of the student submitted by the instructor as indicated by the first column of ‘x’.

The bar graph on the lower left shows the number of competencies that addressed each DQP item from the courses the student had taken. For example, the graph indicates that the curriculum did not have many competencies that have to do with the learning outcome #2. However, the curriculum had close to 500 competencies that addressed the numbers 4 and 5. The graph basically illustrates how much the curriculum of the Associate Degree in Nursing emphasizes each DQP item utilizing the database of curriculum mapping between course competencies and DQP items.

The bar graph on the lower right shows the average rating scores on the learning outcomes based on the competency ratings submitted by the instructors through the Online Competency Index form.